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Find Out More
Cyberliability  Are you
Prepared?
In 2014 there was a 62%
increase in data breaches and
nonprofits are not immune.
What if your donor list got
hacked? Learn more to protect
your nonprofit from these risks.

Do Small Nonprofits Need
to be Insured?

Will SelfInsurance for your Fleet Lower Your Costs
and Help You Focus on Your Mission?
Last year Clements Worldwide released findings from a study conducted with
Fleet Forum, the Fleet Risk 360 Findings that highlighted existing practices as it
related to fleets' organizational infrastructure, compositions, & operations and
the connections between these to risk management.

Small nonprofits manage on
limited budgets, but should not
skimp on insurance. Let
Clements Worldwide help find
cost effective solutions that
protect your important work.

Follow us on LinkedIn

Clements has just released a followup whitepaper, Prioritizing Fleet Risk
Management to Improve your ROI and Mission Completion, which examines
operational questions around fleet risk management, including whether to
centralize fleet risk management and explore selfinsurance.
Clements Worldwide will be at Fleet Forum in Rome, Italy in June. Smita
Malik, AVP of Programs and Special Risks, will be available to discuss the
whitepaper with fleet managers and provide a free consultation on your fleet
program. If you are interested in a free consultation contact us at
requests@clements.com

Clements Worldwide puts daily
updates on its LinkedIn page.
The content varies between
articles targeted towards
nonprofit and other
organization's risk managers,
articles focused on expatriate
lifestyles and tips, and industry
news. Follow us today and

stay in the know.

Clements Worldwide Risk
Index

Is your Board Protected?
Members of boards of directors, even of nonprofits, often make important
strategic and financial decisions for the organizations they manage. These
decisions could result in a liability, with a single unfortunate incident jeopardizing
an individual's livelihood or even career. Worse, accusations against a board
member could cause potential donors to shy away from an organization,
representing a significant loss in revenues.
With such a high potential risk for personal liability, it is important for board
members to protect their personal assets and careers if lawsuits are ever
brought against the organizations they serve. Board members of international
organizations, who may be perceived as having significant assets, could face
increased risks. If a nonprofit is sued, board members can be held personally
liable for the actions of the organization as they have fiduciary duties to the
nonprofit as well as its beneficiaries and donors.

Read the full article on protecting your board from liability on
clements.com.

Are you based in DC? Join us for our nonprofit
roundtable series.
The roundtable series will provide a forum for dialogue on risk management
issues for nonprofits and NGOs operating globally in high risk areas. Anyone

What are your top concerns in
the countries where you
operate? Do you think your
peers share those
concerns? Find out by
participating in the Clements
Worldwide Risk Index, a
quarterly survey to analyze
perceived risks and actual
claims by risk managers
across industries. If you
participate, you also receive
the results to help you better
plan and educate others in your
organization about the most
critical threats to your mission.

who manages risk at a nonprofit or NGO across areas such as employee
security, fleet management, organizational and board liability, or business
continuity would benefit from connecting with their peers with the series. Topics
will include:

May 6th: Are you Prepared for Kidnapping Risk?
June 10th: Are you at Risk for Government Contract Suspension?
August 19th: Is your Board Protected from Liability?
There is no cost for these sessions and they are not sales presentations.
Clements Worldwide is committed to helping nonprofits better manage their risk
so they can focus on completing their critical missions.
Go to our Roundtable Event page for more information.

If you are outside of DC, but interested in learning more about these topics
contact Clements Worldwide at requests@clements.com.
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